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Abstract— In the cutting-edge time, the vehicles are engaged to be robotized to give human driver loose driving. In 

the field of car different perspectives have been considered which makes a vehicle robotized. Google, the greatest system 

has begun chipping away at the self-driving autos since 2010 and as yet growing new changes to give an unheard-of level to 

the computerized vehicles. In this paper we have concentrated on two utilizations of a computerized auto, one in which two 

vehicles have same goal and one knows the course, where other don't. The accompanying vehicle will take after the objective 

(i.e. Front) vehicle consequently. This works using GPRS Network for Internet and also uses Cloud Services for storage 

purposes. The other application is mechanized driving amid the overwhelming car influx, henceforth unwinding driver from 

ceaselessly pushing brake, quickening agent or grasp. The thought portrayed in this paper has been taken from the Google 

auto, characterizing the one viewpoint here under thought is making the goal dynamic. This should be possible by a vehicle 

consequently following the goal of another vehicle. Since taking astute choices in the rush hour gridlock is additionally an 

issue for the computerized vehicle so this perspective has been likewise under thought in this paper. 
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I.   INTRODUCTION 
 

Robotized vehicles are mechanical improvement in the field of cars. In spite of the fact that the computerized vehicles are 

for simplicity of mankind yet they are the costliest vehicles. In the paper considering the diverse highlights and the cost, on 

a little scale a three-wheel Vehicular Robotic model has been planned that will naturally achieve the goal of another vehicle 

to which it should take after. We have concentrated on two uses of an Automated Vehicles here and composed a model 

vehicle for that. The one noteworthy issue is amid overwhelming activity a driver needs to ceaselessly push brake, quickening 

agent and grasp to move to goal gradually. We have proposed an answer for unwind the driver in that circumstance by 

influencing vehicle to sufficiently shrewd to make choices consequently and move by keeping up a predefined separate from 

vehicles and snags around. The second issue is when two vehicles have a similar goal however one of the drivers doesn't 

know its course. The driver can influence his vehicle to take after the front vehicle on the off chance that they are known 

and share their area to achieve a similar goal.  

 

A three-wheeled Mobile Robot is utilized for examine is given. The Mobile Robot comprises of different sensors, which 

encourages it to speak with Google Maps API (Application Program Interface) and influences it to decide impediments so 

as to take after the course and move easily.  

 

The Mobile Robot associates specifically to Google Maps API utilizing GPRS Module, gets course and moves toward that 

path. While the ultrasonic sensors, which have been utilized for model outline, dodges snags on run time. The movement 

circumstance in India prompts outline this venture model, which goes for unwinding driver and making a mechanized vehicle 

whose goal is dynamic not at all like Google auto, whose goal is static and settled. This examination has been a requirement 

for India if actualized progressively. The rest of the paper is composed as the Section II demonstrates the related work done 

in this field. Later we have talked about our strategy to actualize this thought and settle the issue in Section III. At that point 

we have indicated execution examination of our Mobile Robot in Section IV lastly, we have finished up the paper in Section 

V. 
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II.   LITERATURE 
 

After the improvement of the autopilot planes [1], self-driven sailboats and boats; the misleadingly unobtrusive dream that 

has infrequently wandered past the pages of sci-fi since our grandparent's childhood is the self-driving auto [2].  

 

By the progression of time, much work has been done in the territory to make autos self-propelled [3], [4] however because 

of mechanical headway in the streets and the expanding populace has made troublesome for this fantasy to ending up 

obvious. In the pre-PC days of the 1930s, the driverless autos were just the sci-fi things. In any case, the advancement of the 

computerized PC made conceivable to dream of self-propelled vehicles outside the fiction. By the 1960s the self-propelled 

autos have been envisioned to explore without anyone else. German pioneer Ernst Dickmanns, in the 1980s, got a Mercedes 

van to drive many miles self-ruling on parkways, a gigantic accomplishment particularly with the figuring energy of the time 

[2]. In the mid2000s, the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) dealt with the Grand Challenges where 

bunches amassed to fight with self-driving vehicles.  

 

In 2009, Google started the self-driving auto wander, including associates who had adequately committed a long time to the 

development. By 2012 the Google auto takes off for testing. By the passing years, the auto is produced and outfitted with 

numerous sensors, radars, lasers, Global Positioning System (GPS), it utilizes intensely point by point maps, and numerous 

different things to securely drive and explore itself with no human cooperation. The auto can drive itself as well as it can be 

stopped individually, it can go on expressways, Cameras are utilized to discover and recognize objects that are then handled 

by the PC inside the auto [5]. In May 2014, Google introduced another idea for their driverless auto that had neither a 

guiding wheel nor pedals and disclosed a completely working model in December of that year that they intended to test in 

2015[6]. In summer 2015, Google propelled and tried some unique highlights where every model speed is topped at an area 

well-disposed 25mph, and amid this stage wellbeing drivers on board with a removable controlling wheel, quickening agent 

pedal, and brake pedal that enable them to assume control driving if necessary [7]. After numerous effective streets testing 

of Google auto has made to have faith in a few years streets will be securely possessed with self-propelled autos. The creators 

in [8], [9], [10] have created unmanned vehicle models in which they have dealt with the snag shirking and way arranging 

[11].  

 

In this paper, we have outlined two utilizations of a self-sufficient vehicle, which can help the driver to unwind for the 

specific length of time. This paper exhibits an idea in which the changed idea of Google auto is engaged, the Google auto 

needs to achieve the static goal consequently; in our model, we have made the goal dynamic. Here our goal is likewise a 

vehicle which is proceeding onward a specific course. Our model will take after that vehicle. Another application that we 

have executed here was to handle substantial activity clog and enable the vehicle to move consequently amid that activity 

blockage. 

 

III. IMPLEMENTATION METHODOLOGIES 
 

Our fundamental spotlight was on Following Vehicle, which distinguishes and keeps away from impediments, arrange with 

Google Maps API, get course and take after the course. For another application, it checks vehicles around and naturally 

moves gradually behind the activity until the point that it escapes congested driving conditions circumstance. The capacity 

of the Target vehicle is simply to give the directions to Following Vehicle, which are additionally not static as the Target 

vehicle is moving towards its goal. Fig.2 indicates one application in which it takes after another vehicle. 
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Fig. 1. Block Diagrams 

 

Fig.3 demonstrates another application in which vehicle naturally take after the front vehicle and keeps up indicated remove 

from vehicles around. The vehicle naturally moves and consequently unwinds the Driver. 

 

 
Fig. 2. Designed Robotic Vehicle 

 

The Fig. 2 and 3 demonstrates the equipment usage. This entire task includes the two vehicles initially characterized as the 

Target Vehicle and second as Following vehicle. The Target vehicle brings its current area facilitates through GPS and sends 

to Arduino then these directions as the message has been sent to Following vehicle after each specific time of interim. 

The Following vehicle at whatever point gets a message through GSM, the message is sent to Arduino. Arduino at that point 

deciphers the message and brings the directions of Target vehicle. Since Arduino as of now has its own directions (at 

Following Vehicle side).  

 

Through GPRS Arduino then associates with the Google Maps and looks at the current area directions of Target vehicle 

got through the message with existing area directions of the Following vehicle; in this way tries to locate the littlest 

conceivable course to achieve the Target vehicle. Arduino after all the handling gets the bearing from Google API. This 

course is then contrasted and Robot's present heading and in the wake of turning vehicle toward that path, the vehicle begins 

pushing ahead.  

 

Accordingly, vehicle will keep bringing the present area got from the Target vehicle after each specific time traverse and will 

proceed with move toward that path and this procedure proceeds until the point when the vehicle achieves the goal vehicle's 

area. The Following vehicle really busy after the Target vehicle will continue searching for the obstruction that may come. 

To search for the deterrent, ultrasonic sensors have been utilized.  

 
Fig. 3. Scenario 
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Ultrasonic Sensors have been settled all around the vehicle with the goal that the vehicle distinguish the snag and make 

tracks in an opposite direction from it. For example if there is a divider or a person on foot before the vehicle, the ultrasonic 

sensors at the front side of the vehicle will distinguish and the vehicle will swing to the sheltered side, another conceivable 

situation may come in which there are three hindrances; in front, at the correct side and at the left half of the vehicle, the 

ultrasonic sensors will again recognize the obstructions and the vehicle will then goes in reverse regardless of whether there 

is a deterrent behind, it will stop for a minute and in this way again searches for the impediments from the earliest starting 

point along these lines choosing the course based on conditions. The entire stream outline of Following vehicle is appeared 

in Fig.4. 

 

IV. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 
 

A. Sends instructions 

Instructions can be sent to the car in two possible ways. One of them is by using VOICE COMMANDS, in which possible 

words or commands that are spoken by the user are listed in a dictionary in the form of an XML file. The other method to 

control the car is by interacting with the UWP application and instructions are sent same as before.  

 

B. Check if the command is valid 
In order to recognize voice instructions, a Speech Recognizer object is created. An XML dictionary file is fed to the object 

which was created, so that the object file decodes the voice instructions from signal after proper processing. After decoding 

the signal successfully, the event handlers, handles the rest of the task. If the decoding is unsuccessful the user is asked to 

repeat the speech from the set of valid commands from the dictionary. This request is displayed as a message from the UI 

of the application. 

 

C. Instructions stored in a cloud service 

The commands are stored in a cloud service like Amazon IoT hub in the form of a Queue by the UWP application. As 

instructions must be sent to respective cars at desired places at the same moment, two queues are used. One for the 

instruction and other for the data to be sent. The car contains Raspberry Pi which listens to the Command Queue and it 

sends desired data to Data Queue. Simultaneously, on the other hand the UWP application in the controller listens to the 

Data Queue and sends command to Command Queue. Although, both devices need not be connected to Amazon IoT hub 

at the same time, guaranteed performance can be expected. 
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D. Instructions sent to Arduino 

Raspberry Pi fetches instructions from Command queue every 0.5 seconds. Inter-Integrated circuit (I2C) is the protocol 

used to communicate between Arduino and Raspberry Pi. There are basically three modes of instruction signals that the 

Arduino UNO receives from the Raspberry Pi. These are: 1) To send GPS sensor values acquired from the GPS, 2) To send 

the data received from the obstacle detector and 3) For manoeuvring the car’s direction of motion or state according to the 

instruction signal sent by the Raspberry Pi. 

 

E.  Arduino takes action according to the instruction 
Based on the instruction received, Arduino takes desired action. The GPS sensor continuously pings to get the actual location 

of the car. Arduino also pings the ultrasonic distance sensor for distance of obstacle before the car. Based on the instructions, 

Arduino changes the direction and speed of the motors using the motor controllers. A total number of four motors 

considered here 

 

F. Updates GPS position of the car 
Whenever the Robotic Car is instructed to change its position, Arduino UNO polls the GPS sensor to get the updated GPS 

position. Then the GPS position is sent to the cloud service bus. This data is later received by the UWP application which 

updates the UI accordingly. 

 

 
 

G.  Sends acknowledgement to user 
Whatever may be the instruction sent to the car, for every instruction there is a specific response which either represents 

that the instruction has been fulfilled or it has failed to fulfil the instruction. Usually the acknowledgement is represented as 

1 or 0. This is a crucially important feature in case of systems like this which is based on the Internet of Things paradigm as 

without this feature client is unable to realize whether the system has actually performed in the desired way or not. Figure 3 

shows the real system of robotic car. In figure 4, screen shot of client application is shown. Users can control the car by 

continuous speech recognition system built for the voice instructions or just using the moving direction indicator buttons 

in UWP. Any update or information regarding to the car is shown in the user application. Users can leave instructions and 

the system will work by fetching the instructions from the Queue in first- in first-out method. 
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V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 
 

For creating wireless communication, a wireless router with a broadband connection was used. The experiment was 

conducted in a normal environment with sound level ranging from 60dB to 80dB. From the experimental result it is seen 

that the signal of router reaches up to 100m. The results are based on all eight commands listed in the XML dictionary file. 

Depending on the distance between the robotic car and the router, there are variations in time of receiving the commands. 

On an average it takes only 6 ms to receive a command. At the same time, commands are stored in the cloud service. 

According to the mode of commands, the Arduino take actions and users get updated with an average timing of 9 ms and 

12 ms respectively. 

 

 
But the system is crucially dependent on the performance of router, the broadband connection and the WiFi dongle attached 

to the Raspberry Pi. The performance is comparatively better than previous research results of any motion controlling 

systems of robotic car. The working environment, surface of robotic car and signal availability are kept in consideration here.  

 

VI. RESULTS 
 

The front vehicle is proceeding onward its way to some goal, while the accompanying vehicle (at back) is getting GPS area 

of the front vehicle and moving towards it by getting headings and guidelines from Google Maps utilizing Google Maps 

API. 

 

 
Fig. 5. Experimenting the self-driving mechanism 
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Blue line course demonstrates the course taken by the Front vehicle while the Red hued line demonstrates the course taken 

by the Following vehicle in the wake of getting guidelines from Google Maps. 

 

 
Fig. 6. Experiments during turns 

 

By testing the vehicle progressively, we have additionally watched that regardless of whether the Fig. 3. Scenario objective 

vehicle takes the wrong course, the accompanying vehicle will take after the correct course since it is associated with Google 

Maps. As it is a model and vehicle is little, thus it is moderate yet in the event that the framework is executed in genuine 

vehicles then this could help in unravelling the talked about issues continuously. 

 

 
Fig. 7. Estimated Auto Insurance Costs 

 

As we can observe from the graph, switching over to autonomous cars is economical and it is also user-friendly. 

 

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE 
 

Hence, an efficient approach of multiple control system is incorporated with IoT. Controlling multiple devices in multiple 

ways makes more convenience in handling a system.  

 
Fig. 8. Development of autonomous car over years 

The above graph shows the development of autonomous car and its scope in the upcoming decades. 
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The cloud service helps the system to reduce memory load and also it provides essential features like, instructions are sent 

immediately once the device comes online which means there is no need of reliable connection to the cloud service. Stored 

messages are automatically removed after a certain amount of time. The performance results prove that if the incorporation 

is efficient enough, multiple controlling methods have less effect on time and performance compared to single way of control 

system. Many new features are also added like Video surveillance system, Communication is not a problem now, as it uses 

GPRS technology and also objects are detected using IR Sensors. Yet the system has some limitations like, Ethical problems 

where the car doesn’t know in which direction it has to move or stop when an object is detected suddenly or the car may 

lose its balance. Range of IR sensor is not high. Use of GPS doesn’t give larger connectivity area. Parking the car and avoiding 

Ethical problems are the main future works that needs to be implemented. 
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